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Abstract

The Unified approach to investigation of dynamics of the cosmological models with

dark energy is presented. We have proposal to use the potential function in the

hamiltonian formulation of FRW dynamics as a probe of different dark energy mod

els. The potential function can be also reconstructed from SNla data. We discuss

how many of effential parameters of the models are statisticaly significant in means

of the Akaike and Bayesian informative criteria. We show that the hierarchy of

cosmological models can be established in the ensemble of dark energy models by

informative criteria. We argue that SNla data support that the number of essential

parameters (or the dimension of phase space) is two, i.e. (Ho, Dm,o).

Preprint submitted to Elsevier Science 13 July 2005
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, V-reconstruction method-a direct and inverse problem
in the quintessential cosmology

Particle-like description of FRW cosmology

We start from the Friedmann-Robertson- Walker (FRW) models filled with perfect
fluid with the equation of state p = w(a)p, where pand p are its pressure and energy
density. We assume that the coefficient w in the equation of state is parameterized
by scale factor a. The basic dynamical equation in this problem (called as a direct
dynamical problem) constitute two equations

a 1
- = - - (p + 3p)a 6

p = -3H(p+ p)

The first equation is a consequence of the ·Rauchaudhuri equation while the second
one the conservation condition.

Then we can reduce equation (1) to the form analogous to the Newtonian equa
tion of motion for a particle moving in one-dimensional potential V (a)

where

8V

a = - 8a

V(a) = ~J (p + 3p)ada

(3)

(4)

is the potential function and the scale factor a plays the role of a positional variable
in the configuration space {a: a 2':O}.

The integration of (4) by parts gives
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Particle-like description of FRW cosmology

We start from the Friedmann-Robertson- Walker (FRW) models filled with perfect
fluid with the equation of state p = w(a)p, where p and p are its pressure and energy
density. We assume that the coefficient w in the equation of state is parameterized
by scale factor a. The basic dynamical equation in this problem (called as a direct
dynamical problem) constitute two equations

a 1
- = - - (p + 3p)a 6

p = -3H(p +p)

The first equation is a consequence of the Rauchaudhuri equation while the second
one the conservation condition.

Then we can reduce equation (1) to the form analogous to the Newtonian equa
tion of motion for a particle moving in one-dimensional potential V (a)

where

oV

a = - oa

V(a) = ~J (p + 3p)ada

(3)

(4)

is the potential function and the scale factor a plays the role of a positional variable
in the configuration space {a: a > O}.

The integration of (4) by parts gives



The last term in (5) can be obtained in the exact form if we rewrite (2) to the
equivalent form

(6)

Finally, we obtain the potential in terms of (effective) energy density in the form
(modulo an arbitrary constant)

a,nd the function of energy is preserved

iL2._ k
E=-+V(a)=--2 2

(7)

(8)

where k is a constant of curvature. Note that the function V(a) plays role of the
potential for a fictitious pa.rticle of unit mass which mimics the evolution of the
universe. The Hamilton function is

(9)

The motion of the system is restricted to the level H = 0) if we include the curvature
contribution in Peff.

Therefore) if we consider the FRVV dynamics for the universe filled with Huid
with the general form of the equation of state factor w(a(z)) = pip then dynamics
can be reduced to the two-dimensional dyna.m.ica.lsystem

. 8Vx---
80,

whereV(a) is given by (7) and Friedmann first integral (8) is the first integral of
(10)-(11). The potential 11(0,) identifies the model under consideration.

System (10)-(11) has critical points at Xo = 0 a,nd a = 0,0: ~~ la=a,Q and V(o,o) =
O. It represents the static Einstein universe. The domain admissible for motion is
{a: V(o,) < O},

Note that the localization of the critical points as well as its character is deter
mined from the geometry of the potential function only..The linearization of system
(10)-(11) in the neighbourhood of the critical point gives

8211 I 82Vx = - 80,2 0,0 X or a = - aa21ao (a - 0,0).

o,=x (10)

(11)

(12)

Because the eigenvalues of the linearization matrix A12 = ±. 1- ~2'{-1 can, \I a- ao

be real of opposite signs or purely imaginary) then a saddle or a centre are only
a.dmissible) respectively.

:From the reconstruction of SNIa data we obtain that yea) is a upper convex ...,
function. Therefore, the system is structurally stable.
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Reconstruction of the potential V (a) from distant supernovae

Further in this section we use the flat model (k = 0) since the evidence for this
case is very strong in the light of WMAP data. For our aims it would be useful to
rearrange the Friemann first integral to the form giving the Hubble function

H(z) = V -2V(a(z))(1 + z)2 = J P;ff

where we express in terms of redshift (1 + z) = a-I.
To confront the theoretically assumed potential V with SNIa data we calculate

the luminosity distance in the standard way

dL(z) = (1 + z) JZ _~~',.
(14)

Because we are going to reconstruct V(a) and compare its form with the theo
retically suggested one, it would be useful to take the inverse of formula (14)

Hence
H(z) = [~ (dL(z)) ]-1dz 1+ z

V(a(z)) = -~(1+ z)2 [~ ( dL(Z)) ] -22 dz 1 + z

(15)

(16)

In the search for different dark energy models the method of reconstruction of
w( z) is very popular. There are many problems with the realization of this idea
because of the smearing effect

Our key idea is to use the potential V(a) (or effective energy density) instead of
w(z) for the characterization of dark energy models. We presented this procedure
and it was applied to the case of the model with Chaplygin gas and the Cardassian
model .

The main advantage of using the V-method is the enclosing of all information
about the dynamics in the geometry of the potential function. Hence, the energy
density Peff(Z) can be simply obtained from V(z). The effectiveness of the V-method
will be demonstrated in the next section.

3. Potential function from SNla data

In the statistical analysis the Knop et al.'s sample of distant supernovae type Ia data
was used . Figure 1 shows the potential function reconstructed directly from the
data with denoted regions of levels of uncertainties 10" and 20". Given the potential
we can obtain immediately the phase portrait (Fig. 2).

Let us summarize the theoretical and practical advantages of using V method. First,
all information about the dynamics is included in the geometry of a single potential
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calculations like the tunnelling amplitude from the Gamov formula can be done.
Seconal from the potential function is always possible to extract the information

about the matter content from the following formulap(t) = -6Va-2, pet) = 2V(1+
Iv( a) )a-2, w( a( z)) = - (1+111"( a( z))) /3, where 111" (n.) - rlln v/ rlln n j~ fhe elasticity
coefficient of the potential function with respect to the scale factor.

Thira many investigations allows to find the constraint on the coefficient Wx
of dark energy component X from the distant supernovae data . Because of th~

smearing effect coming from the presence of the double integrals relating w( z) to the_
luminosity distance dL .•It is extremely hard to constraint the wx. We propose
the potential function instead of Wx for probing the dark energy because in this

case Wx is expressed by only a single integral. Therefore it is easier to obtain thi~
kind of constraints. It is the main practical advantage.

Fourth, in the reconstruction V(z) we fit the polynomial function, however, if one
can demonstrate that 17 method is not sensitive on the choice of parameterization of
w(z) . In all cases we obtain the diagram of function V(a) which is upper convex.

Fifth, the maximum of the potential function represents the important moment
during the evolution of the Universe when the transition from the decelerating to
accelerating phase takes place. It is interesting that the value of redshift at this
moment can be estimated from the SNIa data with good accuracy

Let us consider the potential function of class C2. Apart from the reconstructed
potential from observational data we can obtain such a potential for theoretical
models of dark energy. In the class of potential one can introduce the distance
d(X, Y) = IX - YI with the help of norm defined as

!lXII = max { sup IX(a)l, sup laX(a)jaa.l, sup ra2x(a)jaa21}aEI aEI aEI

where I is the assumed interval of redshift.

The space of all dark energy models equipped with such a metric is the Banach
space '.

Let V be the best fit potential reconstructed from the SNIa data. Using this
metric we can measure the distance of every potential from the theory to the po

tential 11. The ,space of all models with dark energy is the Banach space with well
defined distance between the models. This space has natural topology defined with
the help of the metric.

Bo.-siC prob~ I~
Wn~e1' LGvC CDh1 t2.'f.. p'~"~tHe

p-r~ o..cal/U'a:J,'ctvt of #Ie 1Ut1,'~dc.
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Fig. 1. The potential function for the reconstructed best fit model is given by a solid line. Around
it the confidence regions 1cr and 2cr are given.
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Fig. 2. The phase portrait from the reconstructed potential. The saddle type of critical point
represent the Einstein static universe. The shaded region represents the accelerating domain.

function. It is obvious for the whole class of FRW models filled with fluid satisfying
the equa.tion of state in the form p = w(a(z))p. The fact that its dynamics can
be reduced to motion of the single particle in the one-dimensional potential can
be a. starting point of the further analysis exploring this analogy. Moreover, some

,
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7a I DEQS, Wo - -1, I H = HoJDm,o(l + Z)3 + Ok,o(1 + Z)2 + Ox,o(l + z)3(wO-Wl+l)e3wlZ

px = (wa + WIZ)PX

free parameters d
-

Ha, flm,o

2

Ho, Om,O, OA

3

Ho, Slm a, DTO

3, ,

Ha, Dm 0, Dph °

3, ,

Ha, Slm,o, Dph,a, W

4

Ha, Dm 0, Dn 0, DA

4, ,

Ho, Dm,o, Dn,o, DA, n

5

Ho, Om,O, Dn,o, Dph,o

4

Ho, r2m,Q, On,O, flPh,o, n

5

Ho, Dm,o, flBRA,Q, OA

4

Ho, flm,o, Ox,o, WI

4

.---------------------------------.------------------------------

H(z)

BPhCDM, n = 6 I H = HoJD.m,o(l + Z)3 + Ok,o(1 + z)2 - Dn,a(1 + z)n + Dph,a(1 + z)-l

BPhCDM, n - fitted I

2 I TDCDM

3a

PhCDM, W = -~

3b

PhCDM, W - fitted"

4a

BACDM, n = 6

4b

BACDM, n - fitted

6 I BrACDM, n = 6

.5a

5b

case I name of modelj-
o I Einstein-de Sitter

1 I ACDM

I
7b I DEQS, Wo = fitted,

Table L The Hubble function versus redshift for the seven evolutional scenarios of the FRW models with dark energy.



Wbich cosmological model with dark energy

- phantom or ACDM?

Wlodzimierz Godlowski a and Marek Szydlowski a,b
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Abstract

In cosmology many dramatically different scenarios with the past (big bang versus

bounce) and in the future (de Sitter versus big rip) singularities are compatIble

with the present day observations. This difficulty is called the degeneracy problem.

We use the Akaike and Bayesian information criteria of model selection to overcome

this degeneracy and to determine a model with such a set of parameters which gives

the most preferred fit to the SNla data. We consider seven representative scenarios,

namely: the CDM models with the cosmological constant, with topological defect,

with phantom field, with bounce, with bouncing phantom field, with brane and

model with the linear dynamical equation of state parameter. Applying the model

selection information criteria we show that AIC indicates the flat phantom model

while BIC indicates both flat phantom and flat ACDM models. Finally we conclude

that the number of essential parameters chosen by dark energy models which are

compared with SNla data is two.

Preprint submitted to Physics Letters B 12 July 2005
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FI G. 1: The phase portrait and the diagram of the potentia] function for ,BM mode] (all case from

Table I). The minimum of the potential function corresponds to a centre on the phase plane. The

acceleration region is located on the right from the amin



FIG. 2: The phase portrait and the diagram of the potentia.] function for ABCDM model. The

minimum (maximum) of the potential function corresponds to a centre (saddle) on the phase

plane. The system is structurally unstable because of the presence of Ilonhyperbolic critica.l point

(a centre).
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Table 2

The values of AIC and BIC for distinguished models (Table 1) both for fiat andnon-fiat mod§.1.

c~ AIC (!1k,o ~ 0)

AIC (Ok,D =1= 0)BIC (Ok,D = 0)BIC (Ok,D =f 0)

194.4

328.6200.5o 325.5

1

I 179.9 179.9186.0
1890<'- AC..b;M

~=-If-
2

I 183.2 180.1189.4194.4

N f>h,c'b~. !
3a I

178.0 179.3184.1188.5

"I f~
3b I

•
178.5 179.7187.7

~
4a I

181.9 181.6191.1193.8

.~-E>~'24b I

183.9 183.6196.2198.8;'W'oJ

5a

180.0 181.3189.2193.5
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Fig. 1. The one-dimensional probability density distributions (PDFs) for Dm,o, ob

tained for (from left to right) the ACDM, PhCDM, TDCDM models, respectively.
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Fig. 2. The value of AlC in respect to fixed value Dm,o for three flat models (with

topologica.l defect, with cosmological constant and with phantom) with only one

parameter Ho estima.ted.
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Table 2

The values of AIC and BIC for distinguished models (Table 1) both for flat andnon-flat model.case

AIC (Ok,D = 0)AIC (Ok,D -# 0)BIC (Ok,D = 0)BIC (Ok,D -# 0)

0

325.5 194.4328.6200.5

1

179.9 179.9186.0189.0

2

183.2 180.1189.4194.4

3a

178.0 179.3184.1188.5

3b

178.5 179.7187.7191.9

4a

181.9 181.6191.1193.8

4b

183.9 183.6196.2198.8

5a

180.0 181.3189.2193.5

5b

182.0 183.3194.4198.5

6

180.3 181.9189.4194.1

7a

179.8 181.6188.9193.8

7b

180.5 182.0192.7197.3

3
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Fig. 3. The value of BIC in respect to fixed value nm,o for three flat models (with

topological defect, with the cosmological constant and with pha.ntom) with only one
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Table 3

The values of AlC and BIC for distinguished models (Table 1), with priors Om,O =0.3 both for flat and non-flat model.
case I AlC (Dk,O'= 0)· AlC (Ok,D i= 0)

BIC (Ok,O = 0)BIC (Dk,D i= 0)

0

--- 216.9-.---220.0£d~'J
1

I 177.9 179.9181.0186.0ACb~

2

190.0 178.8193.0184.9

3a I

183.9 179.6187.0186.7

J
V'L:= - ~

¥;Xe.d.
3b I

179.9 178.2186.0187.4
\IV isd41tetL

4a I

179.9 181.9186.0191.0

l4b I

181.9 18~-3.9191.1196.1BACfJ)1

,M1 od eL5a

185.9 181.6192.0190.7

5b

187.9 183.6197.1195.8

6

179.5 180.1185.6189.3

7a

179.7 179.6185.8188.7

7b

179.2 180.2188.4192.4
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